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OUR FATHER'S UNIVERSE
WH AT IS GRA VITA TION?-Continued
(Copyright, 1926, by Delos R.
Baker)
We have seen (Vol. 1 No.1) (1.) That
Earth is a transverter mill for the
transversion of cosmic circulation in
to Earth'sowncosmorbitation. (2.)
that in this work, 2he exerts only
5.7ths of her energy of transversion.
How does Earth exert the rest of
her energy of transversion? For exert
it all, she must. Non-exerted energy
is non-existent energy. Earth can ex
ert her transversion energy only in
transversion of translatory motion in_
to her own orbitation. To search out,
if God will, with His help, and under
His tuition, how, in her total orbitation
Earth exerts 5.7 times so mush of her
energy of transversion as is accounted
for in her cosmorbitation. is the task
appointed us in this number of "A
Candlestick."
All the cosmic circulation that Earth
receives at her present cosmorlJital
radius in her present cosmorbital time,
Earth transverts into her present cos
morolJitation. She has nO surplus cos
mic circulation to transvert. There
fore, FJarth must exert her surplus en
ergy of transvers,ion upon her present
cosmorhital motion. That means that
Earth must expend her surplus energy
of transversion in transverting her
present cosmic orbit into 5.7 epicyclic
orbits; and Earth's present cosmic or
bit must act as deferent to bear these
monthly epicycles around the cosmic
center once a year. If the 5.7 monthly
epicycles are to be borne around the
cosmic center in 365 days, the time
of each monthly epicycle must be 64
days. The centrifugy of each monthly
epicycle must equal that of Earth's
pure rotation as an orb, considered
apart from the rotative centrifugy of
Earth's rotating molecules; and apart
from the orbital centrifugy of their
revolution around Earth's axis of ro
tation. This centrifugy of Earth's pure
primary rotation as an orb, we have
learned (Vol. 1, No.1) is satisfied on
ly when its centrifugal equation is d
above t equals 1. That the radius of
each of the 5.7 monthly e'picycles in
terms of Earth's radius may equal the
time of revolution tlwrein in terms
of Earth's time of rotation; the ra
dius of ecch or the 5.7 rntmthlv eDi
cycles must equal 64 of
Earth's
radii or 256,000 miles. E'picyclic speed
(64 above 64) equals 1, and E;picyclic
ccnrtHugy equals Earth's centrifugy
of pure rotation.
Tha _centri.fug;r<1L£:lch nf_-1he 52
epicycles equals the pure rotative C8n
trifugy of Earth. The total epicyclic
centrifugy of all the 5.7 epicycles is
5.7 times that of Earth's purE; rota
tiVE; centrifugy. Since the 5.7 epicycles
are borne around the cosmic center
once a year by Earth's cosmic orbit,
they thereby become a part of Earth's
total cosmorbitation. The ref 0 I' e,
Earth's total cosmorbital centrifugy
becomes 5.7 timE;s thE; fraction 1 above
5.7. This equals 1. Thus Earth's total
cosmorbital centrifugy ~ecomes equal
to Earth's rotativE;centrifugy.
This was the Situation, with a 365
day year of 5.7 months of 64 davs
each, when EarthcapturE;d the 1'"0
tating or:b, Luna; and imprison
ed her in the center of Earth's
monthly epicyclic orbit; and robbed
her of all her s e'par ate rotation,
appropriating
it to
the
accelE;ration
of
Earth's
motion
in

equal FJarth'.s rotativecentrifugy.
As we found that Earth's cosmOf
bital speed square multiplied by
Rarth's radius gave the same demand
ell orbit (64 square times 4,000 miles,
equals 16.4 million miles); so now
also we finll that Earth's Lunorbital
speed square (4.6 times Earth's ra
dius) gives for Earth's demanded
Lunorbit 18,500 miles.
As we found that Earth's cosmor
bital time square (133,400 days) mUl
tiplied by Earth's radius gave Us for
the cosmorbital radius dE;manded by
Earth's molecules for their discrete,
cosmorbital revolution
530 million
miles; sO now, likewise, we find that
Earth's Lunorhital time square (784
clays) multiplied by Earth's radius
(4,000 miles) gives us for the LUllOl"
bit demanded
by Earth's
rotating
molecules for their discrete Lunor
mital revolution, 3,000,000 miles.
As we found that Earth's actual,
compromise cosmorbit is a mean pro
pcrtional bet-ween the two demanded
((lsmorbits; so now likewise, we find
that Earth's actual compromise Lun
orbit (240,OUll Iniles) is a mean pro
portional between the two demanded
Lunorbits.
As we found that Earth's
solar
gravitation is Earth's
centripetal
urge toward the smaller cosmorbit
(16.4 million m;!es)
and that it is
counterbalanc8l1 In the centrifugal
urge of Earth's rotating mOlecules to
ward the larger
cosmorbit
(53G
million mile8); so now, likewise, we
find that Earth's lunar gravitation is
her centripetal urge toward the 18,
500 mile Lunorbit; and that it is
counterhalanced
by the centrifugal
urge of Earth's rotating molecules to
ward the 3,OOu,OOO mile Lunorbit.
As, at present cosmorbital radius
93,000,000 miles)
5.7 epicycles of
256,000 miles radius and 64 day pe,riod
are required to enable cosmorbital
centrifugy to equal Erarth's centri
fugy of rotation;
so, likewise, at
Earth's present lunorbital
radius
(240,000 miles) 13 epicycles of 8,
500 mile radius aud of 2.14 day ]X'riod
ure required to Jrwku Earth's lunorbit
al centrifugy equal to Earth's centri
[ugy of rotation.
.As Earth's 5.7 en:cycles borne by-
Earth's cosmorbit around the cosmic
center causes Earth to appear to trace
a :lerpentinepath along her cosmor
],it, half the time inside therecf, and
half the time outside thereof;
so,
likewise, Earth's 13 epiepicycles up
on ller hiborbil caiIse-nef-roapTjear
to trace a seprentine path along her
lunorbit, half the time inside and
half the time outside thereof.
The Moon's libration in longitude
is caused, in part by the reaction of
her unceasing contribution of her en
ergyof rotation to the acceleration
of Earth's lunorbital motion against
the unceasing variation in length of
Earth's lunorbital radius and speed.
due to Earth's epiepicycles.
Of course, all the foregoing dis
cussion raises the inevitable question:
Does Earth revolve around her moon?
If .so, what evidence is there there
of? Abundant evidence and conclusive.
The evidence of Earth's revolution
around her mOOn divides itself tem
porally into (1) evidenve already in
hand, and (2) evidence readily ob
tainable.
~
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Qays. J ne cenrr:Iugy of each monthly
epicycle must equal that of Earth's
pure rotation as an orb, considered
apart from the rotative centrifugy of
Earth's rotating molecules; and apart
froni the orbital centrifugy of their
revol uti on around Earth's axis of ro
tation. This centrifugy of Earth's pure
primary rotation as an orb, we have
learned (Vol. 1, No.1) is satisfied on
ly when its centrifugal equation is d
above t equals 1. That the radius of
each of the 5.7 monthly epicycles in
terms of Earth's rallius may equal the
time of revolution therein in terms
of Earth's time 'of rotation;. the ra
dius of e:'ch of the 5.7 monthh' eDi
cycles must equal 64 of
Earth's
radii or 256,000 miles. E'picyclic speed
(64 above 64) equals 1, and epicyclic
cenrtifugy equals Earth's centrifugy
of pure rotation.
'Fheeentrifugy of each of the 5.7
epicycles equals the pure rotative cen
trifugy of Earth. The total opicyclic
centrifugy of all the 5.7 epicycles is
5.7 times that of Earth's pure rota
tive centrifugy. Since the 5.7 epicycles
are borne around the cosmic center
once a year by Earth's cosmic orbit,
they thereby become a part of Earth's
total cosmorbitation. The I' e for e,
Earth's total cosmorbital centrifugy
becomes 5.7 times the fraction 1 above
5.7. This equals 1. Thus Earth's total
cosmorbital centrifugy 'becomes equal
to Earth's rotativecentrifugy.
This was the situation, with a 365
day year of 5.7 months of 64 days
each, when Earth captured the ro
tating orb, Luna; and imprison
ed her in the center of Earth's
monthly epicyclic orbit; and robbed
her of all her se'parate rotation,
appropriating
it to
the
accel
eration
of
Earth's
motion
in
Earth's monthly epicyclic orbit; which
from now on we may name Earth's
Lunorbit to contra-distinguish it from
Earth's other orbit, which we may
name her cosmorbit. This capture,
imprisonment, and despoliation of Lu
na ,caused six important changes 1n
Earth's Lunorbitation It (1) shorten
ed the radius of Earth's
Lunorbit·
(2) changed it from a circle to a~
ellipse; (3) hastened Earth's Lunor
bital motion; (4) thereby shortened
Earth's Lunorhital time, and increas
er! the number of Earth's months from
5.7 to 13; (5) changed the equation
of Earth's Lunorbital centrlfugy from
d above t equals
1 to d a:bove t
square equals 1, thereby reducing it
from equality with Earth's pure ro
tative centrifugy to one 13th of the
Earth's total rotative centrlfugy; and
(6) altered the effect of Earth's Lun
orbitation upon Earth's tides In et
fecting these changes. Luna gave up all
her separate rotation to Earth's Lun
orbitation, and still ceaselessly con
tinues to surrender it for the eternal
maintenance of, these changed condI
tions.
Now that Earth has at the center
of her lunar orbit a rotator that, like
a shaft to its pulley, contributes its ro
tation to the acceleration of Earth's
Lunorbital motion; just as the sun at
the center of Earth's solar orbit, con
tributes of his rotation to accelerate
the motion of all the planets; so now let
us treat the subject of Earth's Lun
orbitical gravitation precisely as we
treated the subject of Earth's cos
morbital gravitation (Vol. 1, NO.1);
and apply to it precisely the same
reasoning and calculation.
As we multiplied co.smo1"bitical dis
tance (93,000,000 miles) by Earth's cos·
morbital contrifugy 1 above 5.7 and
thereby found Earth's demanded cos
mcrbital distant'e (16.4 million miles) ;
so now, likewise
let us multiply
Earth's Lunorbital radius
(~41),OOO
miles) by her Lunorbital centrifugy
(one 13th) and find Earth's demand
ed Lunorbit (18.500 miles); at which
radius Lunorbital centrifugy would
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counterbalanced
b,' the centrifugal
urge of Earth's rotating molecules to
ward the 3,000,000 mile Lunorbit.
As, at present cosrnorbital radius
93,000,000 miles)
5.7 epicycles of
256,000 miles radius and 64 day period
are required to enable cosmorbital
centrifugy to equal Eiarth's ccntri
fugy of rotation;
so, likewise, at
Earth's present lunorbital
rad,~us
(240,000 miles) 13 epicycles of 8,
500 mile raclius antI of 2.14 day jJ'0riod
are required to make EaTth's lunorbit
al centrifugy equal to Earth's centri
fugy of rotation.
As Earth's 5.7 epicycles borne bj
Earth's cosmorbit arcund the cosmic
center causes Earth to appear to trace
a serllentine path along her C03mor
bit, hal f the time inside thereof, and
half the time outside thereof;
so,
likewise, Earth's 13 epiepicycles up
on her Iunorlllt cause her to appear
to trace a sep,rentine path along her
lunor'hit, half the time inside and
half the time outside thereOf.
The Moon's libration in longitude
is caused, in part by the reaction of
her unceasing contribution of her en
ergyof rotation to the acceleration
of Earth's lunorbital motion against
the unceasing variation In length of
Earth's lunorbital radius and speed,
due to Earth's epiepicycles.
Of course, all the foregoing
dis
cussion raises the inevitable qu-estion:
Does Earth revolve around her moon?
If .SO, what evidence is there there
of? Abundant evidence and conclusive.
The evidence of Earth's revolution
around her mOOn divIdes itself tem
porally into (1) evidenve already in
hand, and (2) evidence readily ob
tainable.
As to nature thereof, this evidenc3
divides itself into (1)
presumptive,
(2) confirmatory, and (3) demonstra
tive.
Let us consider first presumptive
evidence already in hand:
(1) If E·arth revolves around her
moon with an orbital radius of about
240,000 miles, this revolution must
make a difference of nearly half a mil
lion miles in her monthly distance
from the Sun. This difference in dis
tance should make an observable and
measurable corresponding difference
in the apparent diameter of the Sun.
(2) The amount of this difference
should De about 10 seconds of arc.
(3) Suns apparent diameter should
be greatest at new Earth (full moon).
(4) Should ue least at full Earth
(new moon).
(5) Nearly stationary at new Earth.
(6) Ditto at full Earth.
(7) Lengthflning should be most ra
pid at Earth's third quarter.
(8) Shortening most,rapid at Earth's
first quarter.
(9) Changes in apparent diameter
should be uniform. rythmic, and reg
ular.
(10) All the ahove phenomena
should be observable when attention
first is called to the relation between
the moon's phases, and variation in
apparent solar diameter.
(11) These phenomena should 'be un
interrupted from the time when first
noticed down to present; thereby cre
ating the presumption that they have
been existent throughout
geologic
age,; before rivers, winds and months
became masculine.
For i5 years astronomers have
know;} these 30-day changes in the
8DP81'ent dL:meter of the Sun. For
tW8nty years they have known that
thes2 change,~ in apparent diameter of
the Suu keen perfect time with the
phases of E'lrth's moon. Why, then, is
this evirlence presnmptive instead of
demonstrative and conel usive? Be
cause there is a bare possibility that
these chang", in apparent diameter
are caused by actual changes in the

sun's bulk. This possibility is slight
to the vanishing point; because, 'by
the law of chances, if the above 11
conditions are met and realized by the
actual phenomena., the presumption
that Earth revolves ,around her moon
becomes about 40 million to one. How
this presumption can be converted in
to demonstarted certainty will he sta
tell a few paragraphs farther on.
~ow we turn from presumptive evi
dence already ascertained to evidence
readily ottainable.
(12) If Earth revolves around her
moon, instead of her moon around
Earth. Earth's tides should be affect
ell thereby; and an a(lequate, corred,
and satisfactory tidal theory should
be ma(le possible. Of "ewton's tidal
theory based upon gra\"itatlonal at
tractiOn and the revolm;on of Earth's
moon around Earth, Young's textbook
of astronomy says that, as an explan
ation of aetual tidal phenomena, it is
"v·ery unsatisfactory." Oft the theory
itself he says that "it is certainly
inadequate and in SOllle respects in
correc~".

(13) If Earth revolves around her
moon once a month, during the half
month between full Earth and
new
Eanl1, she is advancing- to llleet cosmic
rad'atiiln. This shoulll c,:use a higher
telll])(,],hture from cosmic
radiation
during thi," half of the !TIonth than
during tl'e half lllonth from new Earth
to full Earth, when Earth is retreat
ing from the cosmic center. This dif
ference ill temperatur~ has a doutle
ca1\se: (1) During' tl12 half month
from full Earth to ll"\V Earth, Earth
al'l'enJ more cosmic: ~.'adidion than in
the otller half month; and (2) the en··
ergy of arrestation
is greater. in
creas'ng temperature proportionally LJ
square ·of energy of arrestation. This
phenomenon corresponds as to im
mediate cause with the higher tem
perature of Earth's autumn months,
when, owing to ecc(,DtTicity of Earth's
c08nlOrbit, Earth is 3liv:tncing to meet
co.smic radiation; (m(l \\"it11 the lower
tempera ture of Earth's vernal months,
when Earth is retreating in her CDS
morbit from the cosmic center, and
must be overtaken by cosmic radia
tion.
That the heat received f I'om the Sun
at F~arih's surface aClu:diy does vary
by so manv as 1(1 riC'g1'8CS every few
d~ys, is an" already ascertained truth.
If an examination of U.
S. daily
weather staLstics for the past 50 years
shall show Ih::t during th8 week of
Earth's third quarter (moDn's first
quarter) more heat i, received from
tile' snn than during the week of
Earth's first quarh'l' (Eloon's third
(luarter), another pre311mptive proof
that Earth revolyes arOllnJ her moon
,vill t?, -'-,-0 ':~ ':::':::'~_ ~~dded.
(14) When Earth is abont 93 mil
lion miles fro;n Venus and Earth is at
her third quarter, the elongation of
the cosmorbit of V('llUS,
measured
from J':arth half a clay after quad
ra turf', should bo 1.;;
minutes of
arc longer than when measured half
a day before quadrature.
(15) At JDarth's first quarter, 1.5
minutes of arc longer than etc.
The semi-revolution of the major
axis of Earth's lunorbit shoul,1 make
a ~-year, 20-seconds-of-arc variation in
the length of the sun's apparent di
ameter.
X ow, from presumptive evidence, we
turn to confirmatory
evidence that
Earth revolves around her moon. Of
this there are many important items;
we shal! adduce but one.
(16) Great Sirius reVOlves in an
epicycle around his cOl'relatively tiny
companion star; as Earth revolves in
an epieyvle around her little moon.
Astronomers are put to their wits
'end to reconcile with the Newtonian
theory o{ gravitational attraction this
behavior of Sirius and his compan
ion star. To reconcile observed truth
with iillDeriled theon". some a~trO!lO-

TERRESTRIAL GRAVITATION
At Earth's surface, each kind of
atom has its Own weight, radius, speed
of atomic rotation, and rotative cen
trifugy, measured in terms of the
weight, radius, rotative speed and ro
tative centrifugy of the
hydrogen
atom.
Under standard conditions, weight,
radius. speed and centrifugy of each
kind of atom are coequal. Thus,
weight, radius, speed and centrifugy
of the oxygen atom are 16 times those
of the hydrogen atom. ·Weight, radius,
speed and centrifugy of the radium
atom are 256 times those of the hydro"
gen atom.
~Weight of an atom is (1) positively
its urge Earth center-ward toward
the smaller terrorbit demanded by its
atomic rotation; and (2) negatively,
is the inability of its deficient terr
ofobHal centl'ifllgy to maintain a terr
orbit 4,000 miles distant from Earth's
C'('llter. This Earth's center-froward
centrifugy is the ]'('sultant of (1) 1'0
tativG axifugy, (2) vorLica! circulative
polipety. Both axifugy and pOlipety are
(~('ficient. Hener' the atom has a ten
clCECY axis-ward and Fiarth-equatorial
plane ward. The resultant is a ten
dency Earth ccnterward. The solid
Earth resists this tendency. Conse
quen;;!y ti"! atom employs its surplus
rotative centrifugy in transverting part
of its terrorbital motion into a series
of atomic epicycles superposed up
DE the atoms terrorllit. In this way.
intal orbital centl'ifllgy, (terrorbital
,1)1(1 epicyclic I 8fj uab the atoms ro
tative centrifllgy.
Terrorbital speed is measured in
terms of the atom';;; rotative speed.
'l'hu"!. terrcrbital speed of oxygen is
relatively one 16th that of hydrogen.
'l'errol'biial spoed of radium is rela
tively one 25Gtlr t1Elt of hydr:cgen.
Radius of each atomic epicycle
equals terroTllital spe(,d times atom
ic radius. Thus, radius of the epi
cycle of oxygen is one-16th Lmes 16
equals 1; of radium one 256th times
256 equals 1.
Hence Avagadro's law for the hy
l:rogen half' oC the atomic scale, and
radio activity fOr tho radium half.
Avagadro's law should be resbtec1 and
amplified thus: At Klrth's surface, un
der standardc:mdiLions or tempera
ture an:1 pressure, epicycles of all
atoms arc co-equal in radiu,. If epi
cyclic radius be less than atomic ra
dius, such a~oms form solids, if the
j \\"0 radii be co-equal they fon.l liquids
If the epicyclic rad'us be greater they
fOrm gasses. In gas,es, co-equal epi
cycles cause cO-equal volumes to con
tain CO-e(llIaI numbers ef atms. In
soIL;". co-equal epicycles caUS2 radio
activity proportional to atomic ra
dius. In the very large atom,
the
atomic epicycle has retreated so near
to the atomic centf'r that
eplcyclie
rcvoluticn of the atom concurs with
[j,j,)mic rotation and thus multiplies
atomic rate of rotatlion, and increase:,
atomic rotative centrifugy as the square
of the rate. The atOm cannot enlarge to
accommodate the multiplied atomic
centl'ifugy; therefore, must radiate it.
Thus. the rad'um atom
transverts
Earth's rotation into radium's ep~eycle; and everts Earth's rotation
into radium radiation.
Heat is a function of the atomic
epicycle; not of the atom. If the epi
cycle be circular great heat may co
exist with absence of either tempera
ture or light. For heat is amount of
epicyclic motion. temperature is epi
c;yelic ellipticity times epicyclic rate.
Light is an octave of temperature.
Gasses emit little light, because the
epicycle is larger than the atom that
travels it. Dense solids emit much light
beca use larger than their epicycles.
Volumes of gasses are congregations
of atollliC' pni(","plpc:: in
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must be overtaken by cosmic radia
tion.
That the heat received from the Sun
at Earth's surface .actually does vary
by so many as 10 degrees every few
days, is an already ascertained truth.
If an examination of U.
S. daily
weather statistics for the past 50 years
shall show th"t during ths week of
Earth's third quarter (moon's first
quarter) more heat is received from
the' sun than during the week of
Earth's first qnClrt<'I' (moon's third
quarter), anotlll'r presumptive proof
that Earth revolves arOund her moon
1":
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Earth is about 93 mil
lion miles fro;n "Venu" and Earth is at
her third quarter, the elongation of
the cosmor'bit nf Venus,
measured
from Earth half a day after Quad
rature, should be 1.5
minutes of
arc longer than when measured half
a day before quadrature.
(15) At Earth's first Q,wr:er, 1.5
minutes of arc longer than etc.
The semi-reVOlution of the major
axis of Earth's lunorbit shoulcl malre
a 9-year, 20-seconrls-of-arc variation in
the length of the sun's apparent di
ameter.
Now, from presumptive evidence, we
turn to confirmatory
evidence that
Earth revolves around her moon. Of
this thero are many important items;
we shall adduce but one.
(16) Great Sirius revolves in an
epicy,cle around his correlatively tiny
companion star; as Earth revolves in
an epicyvle around her little moon.
Astronomers are put to their wits
'end to reconcile with the Kewtonian
theory 'Of gravitational attraction this
behavior of Sirius and his compan
ion star, To reconcile observed truth
with imperiled theory, some astrono
mers tell us that the tiny moon of
Sirus is composed of matter two or
three million times the
volumetric
gravity of water! Other astronomers
choose thc other horn of the dilemma
and tell us that Sirius is composed of
mattcr so tenuous that, compared
therewith, the vacuum of a Crooke's
tube is a bar of solid lead!
From evidence presumptive,
and
from evidence corroborative, we turn
now to evidence demonstrative and
conclusive,
(17)
At Earth's. third quarter
(moon's first quarter) a tWO-hour (60
minutes before quadrature' and 60
minutes after) solar parallax when
translated, from what it is under ac
tual conditions into what it would be
uncleI' ideal, Or standard, conditions,
should workout Earth's cosmorbital
radius, ahout 93,000,000 miles,
(18) A similar tWO-hour parallax at
new Earth (full moon), when similar
Iy translated, should make said ra
dius a'bout 96,000,000 mUes,
(19) At Earth's first quarter (moon's
third quarter)
cosmorbital radius
should work out about
93,000,000
miles.
(20) At full Earth (new moon), ra
dius should WOrk out about 90,000,000
miles,
(21) A seven-day parallax between
Earth's third quarter and new Earth
should work out about 95,000,000
miles,
(22) Between new Earth and Earth's
first quarter, about 95,000,000 miles,
(23) Between Earth's, first quarter
and full Earth, about 91,000,000 miles.
(24) Between full Earth and Earth's
third quarter. about 91,000,000 miles.
(25) A fourteen-day parallax be
tween Earth's third quarter and
Earth's first quarter should worle Out
about 95,000,000 miles.
(26) A 14-day rarallax between
Earth's first quarter and third Quar
ter should work out !H million miles,
(27) (28) (2Dl (0) A light-aber
ration parallax taken at both quad
ratures and at both syzigys should give
results corresllonding with those of
(17), (18), (19), (20),
~\yhen

Hence Avagadro's law for the hy
drogen half' of the atomic scale, and
radio activity for the radium half.
Avagadro's law should be rest~ted and
amplified thus: At Earth's surface, un
der standardcDnditions of tempera
ture and pressure, epicycle;., of all
atoms are co-eQual in rac1ilF. If epi
cyclic rarlills be less than atomic ra
clinf', such a:oms form solids, if the
two raJii be co-equal they form liquids
If the epic,'clic racl;us be greCiter they
form gasses. In gasses, co-eQual elli
cyclrs cause co-equal volumes to con
Lctin CO-ef!ll~1l numbers of at~ms. III
soli,;8, Co-cllual epicycles caelsa radio
activity prollOrtionaI to atomic ra
cliu s. Tn the \'ery large atom,
the
atomic epicycle has retreated so near
to the atomic center that
epIcyclIc
revoluticn of the atom concurs with
-atomic rotation and thus multiplies
atomic rate of rotation, a'ld increase"
atomic rotative centrifugy as the square
of the rate, The atom cannot enlarge to
accommodate the multiplied atomic
centrifugy; therefore, must radiate it.
Thus. the l'ac1'um atom
transverts
Earth's rotation into rad1um's ep:
cycle; and everts Earth's rotation
into radium radiation.
H eat is a function of the atomic
epicycle; not of the atom. If the epI
cycle be circular great heat may co
exist with absence of either tempera
ture or ligl1t. For heat is amount of
epicyclic motion, temperature is epi
cyclic elliptic'ity times epicyclic rate.
Light is an octave of temperature,
Gasses emit little light, because the
epicycle is larger than the atom that
travels it. Dense solids emit much light
because larger than their epicycles.
Volumes of gasses are congregations
of atomic epicycles in orderly juxta
position and mutual accommodation,
Gasses are not riotous bedlams of
at91l1s.
Because atomic heat is a function
of the atom's epicyclic speed, which
equals atomic rotative speed
which
equals atomic weight; The product of
atomic heat-capacity by atomic weight
,is the same for all kinds of atoms,
(Thus, O's atomic speed (onc-16th of
U's) times O's weight (16) equals 1
'same as H's,
Because Earth is the solidified core
of a bi-polar vortex changing vortical
motion into vortical
tendency, we
have terrestrial electrIcity, which is
rotative axifugy, and terrestrial mag
netism, which is Earth's cir'culative
pOlipity altered by Earth's
solidity
from motion [nto tendency.

You have received these two num
bers of A Candlestick free as God's
air and sunshine. If you believe that
they have enligtened your 'Path to
GOd's truth, upon you rests the obli
gation to pass A Candlestick on to
others so freely as it was passed on
to you. In the interest of the widest
llossible illumination, 120 candlesticks
(60 of No, 1 and 60 of No, 2) will be
sent you by parcel post, prepaid, for
$1.25.
Afte rtaking out yaur two Candle
sticks, give away the remaining 118
Candlesticks. Enclose them in your
letters, They weigh only a third of an
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lege mates, to your high school mates,
teachers, lawyers, members of your
church, to your pastor, doctor, Sun
d,ay School superintendent, members
of your club, editors of your papers,
your friends and acquaintances, and
generally to the intellectuals of your
community,
Do not send less than $1.25.
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